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**ABSTRACT**

Fetus born in breech presentation are commonly delivered via cesarean section which is necessary to prevent trauma, and this extraction by operative maneuver can rarely lead to trauma and may result in femur fracture. But delivery of breech via vaginal route leads to various complications such as fractures. Femur fracture although being relatively a rare complication one of the most common fractures of the lower extremity presenting in newly born babies. In our case, 39-week mature fetus with weight 3,300 g breech presentation delivered by cesarean section presented with subtrochanteric femur fracture left side. A complete healing of the fracture, without any sequelae, was noted when the patient was simply immobilized with hip in flexion, abduction, and external rotation. The possibility of accidental injuries and traumatic complications are significantly reduced in cesarean section, especially in breech delivery when compared with vaginal delivery, but it does not completely eliminate the possible birth injuries and thus fractures of the newborn. So, clinicians must check for fractures even after cesarean section in breech presentation.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Less than 1% of all live births have birth injuries presenting during the childbirth process. The spectrum of birth injuries can present as a simple bruise, swelling, forceps scar, or it can be as a severe as the loss of nerve and motor function and rarely, a fracture. Vaginal breech deliveries are thought to be responsible for around three-quarters of all long bone fractures during birth. The vaginal breech birth can also lead to traumatic outcome as a fracture of the femur although it is considered a rare entity. Cesarean section reduces the risk of fracture of long bones but does not completely eliminate its possibility. Those newly born babies who are diagnosed with a fracture in the first week of life, in the absence of any other known post-natal trauma, are considered to have suffered a birth fracture, as it is well known that difficult birth requires considerable traction that can result in neonatal femur fractures. We here present a case of newborn with left femur subtrochanteric fracture because of breech presentation.

**CASE DESCRIPTION**

This is a case of neonate born at 39 weeks with birth weight of 3,300 g with breech presentation delivered by cesarean section. The mother is a 33-year-old primigravida with no past history of uterine surgery and no gestational problems. Through lower segment cesarean section, the baby was delivered without any intraoperative complication. No cracking sound was heard, and baby cried immediately after birth. Thorough clinical examination was performed, and all routine laboratory test were performed which showed no abnormality.

On day 1, the neonate was doing well but on day 2 the neonate became irritable, disinterested in feeding, and afebrile. On clinical examination, the left lower extremity was swollen, shorter than right side, and painful passive movements with tenderness was present with normal distal pulses. X-ray of left lower limb was done (anteroposterior and lateral view) showing subtrochanteric femur fracture with proximal segment undergoing flexion, abduction, and external rotation (Fig. 1). On X-ray, bone structure and mineralization were found to be normal, and other possibilities of fracture were also ruled out such as osteogenesis imperfecta. Fracture was treated with splinting of thigh to abdomen in hyperflexion at hip with slight abduction and external rotation (Fig. 2). Follow-up after 2 weeks was done with repeat X-ray done showing callus formation at fracture ends, complete fracture union was seen at 4 weeks, and splintage was removed (Fig. 3). Clinical examination done showing no tenderness, no
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limb length discrepancy, no visible deformity, and active painless limb movements present. Twenty weeks after the birth, both lower limbs were showing a full mobility without any type of any dysmetria (Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION

These types fractures in newborns are usually result of significant mechanical forces at any point of time in the series of events in childbirth. Risk factors associated with femur fractures in newly born babies are following: both large and very small fetuses, breech presentation, difficult delivery, inadequate uterine relaxation, small uterine incision, twin pregnancies, prematurity, the advanced age of the mother, primipara status, osteogenesis imperfecta, and osteoporosis.6 During vaginal delivery, the most common type of fractures almost always involves the clavicle, humerus, and femur.7 Fracture of femur has been described with difficult deliveries and is considered rare in newly born babies.7 Ehrenfest was the first to describe a fracture of the femur in a newborn associated with a difficult breech extraction during cesarean section in the year 1922.3 The chances of femur fracture are significantly reduced in abdominal breech delivery when compared to vaginal delivery, where chances are very high. If the infant is improperly held by one thigh during delivery of the shoulders and arms or excessive and sudden twisting and pulling maneuver or traction is applied, it might result in such fractures.8

As described by Jain and Bielski, history of cesarean section does not completely rule out the possibility of a fracture.9 The femoral shaft fractures that occurred during cesarean section were total seven in number as described by Vasa and Kim.10 The orthopedics literature recommend these treatment methods for femur fractures in neonates which include posterior splinting, Spica cast, cast in flexion and abduction, gallows traction, Bryant traction and Pavlik harness.

The proximal fragment of fractured femur is flexed, abducted, and externally rotated in the case of subtrochanteric fracture of femur.

CONCLUSION

Femur fracture following vaginal delivery in breech presentation is rare but possible condition, cesarean delivery does not eliminate this possible accidental complication but might reduce the risk of causing a traumatic injury of the newborn compared to vaginal delivery, especially with breech presentation. In our case, splinting of right lower limb with abdomen was done in hip hyperflexion, abduction, and external rotation shows complete healing following immobilization.
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